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Answer all the followins questions
0marksJ

a) Prove that: #=r+-+

b) What happen for the position of sonic line in convergent divergentnozzle tf

friction and heat addition is considered?

c) Consider steady air flow through a duct that has a circular cross sectional

area shape. The inlet diameter of the duct is 6 cm and the duct has a length of

1.5 m. the air enters the duct with a Mach number of 0.35 and a temperature of

40 co. Heat is added to the flow in the duct at a unifofm rate which is such that

the st.dgnation temperature increases by 246Kinthe duct. If the fanning friction

factor is asru*ed to be 0.003, determine the Mach number and temperature

variations along the duct if

i) - Its diameter increases linearly by 20 percent'

ii) - Its diameter decreases linearly by 2 pe-rcent.

iii) -The diameter remains constant.
Assume that the air behaves as a perfect gas and that the flow is steady' :

Ouestion-2 
'40 

marksJ

a) Exptain with drawing the following:

-i- Mach reflection ,
ii- Shock cancellation,
iii- Oblique shock wave intersection

b) Air flowing with a Mach number of 2.5 with a pressure of 60 kPa and a

temperatur. oi 2s3K passes over a wedge which turns the flow through an

ungi. of 4o leading to the generation of an oblique shock wave impinges on a

flaIwall, which is parallel to the flow upstream of the wedge, and is "reflected"

from it. Find the pressure and velocity behind the reflected shock wave.
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C) Consider a two,dimensional flow over the double-wedge airfoil shown in

the following figure. Find the ifft and drag per meter span acting on the airfoil

and sketch tlie flo* pattern. Show graphically how the pressure varies over the

surface shown of the airfoil?
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ouestion] [30 marksJ

a) What is the usage of under relo<ation factor?
b) Consider air flow through the convergent-divergent nozzle. Assuming that

the flow goes from subsonic to supersonic in nozzle,write flow chart and steps

that will give the distribution of the variables along the nozzle in terms of the

values existing at the throat, r.e., althe sonic point. If the pressure on the nozzle

inlet section is 200 kPa use the results given by the program to find the throat

and exit section Pressures
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